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F 226 Resident #1 expired on 6/23/12 in the facility.

Interviewable residents will be interviewed concerning abuse and neglect by the Social Worker. 100% compliance will be completed by 7/6/12.

Interviewable residents are educated on their rights to file a grievance by the Social Worker beginning 6/2/12 and completed by 7/6/12.

A review of the facility policy titled “Abuse Investigating” issued December, 2001 and revised 02/06 stated, in part, “The Administrator or designee will be responsible for completing an accurate and timely investigation. Once a complaint or situation is identified involving alleged mistreatment, neglect, or abuse, including injuries of unknown source and misappropriation of resident/patient property, the following investigation and reporting procedures will be followed:

- If an actual injury occurs, including injuries of unknown origin, or physical abuse is observed, an occurrence report with supervisory investigation will need to be completed.
- If a patient/resident, staff or family complains of an alleged violation, a complaint form will need to be completed.
- Interviews will be conducted of all pertinent parties, utilizing open-ended questions. Written
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signed statements from any involved parties will be obtained and notarized, of indicated. Statements will be gathered from the suspect, person making accusations, patient/resident involved, reliable patients/residents who may have witnessed the incident, and any other persons who may have some information.

The patient/resident (if appropriate), the legal representative and/or interested family member, will be notified of the investigation results.

A review of the facility policy titled "Abuse Reporting: Healthcare Agencies, Home Health Agencies, Hospice Agencies and United Medical " issued December 2001 and last revised 7/09 stated, in part, "Healthcare Centers: 1. Once an occurrence is identified involving alleged mistreatment, neglect, or abuse, ...the occurrence will be immediately reported to the Administrator. "Immediate reporting" should not exceed 24 hours after the occurrence. 2. The Administrator or designee will immediately notify the appropriate state agencies and the legal representative and/or interested family member of the incident and the pending investigation ...."

Resident #1 was admitted to the facility 11/3/06 and readmitted 06/12/2012 following a hospitalization for new onset right sided weakness and slurred speech. Cumulative diagnoses included: Previous Cerebrovascular Accident (CVA) with hemiplegia dominant side, Chronic Pain Syndrome and Neuropathy.

A Quarterly Minimum Data Set (MDS) assessment dated 5/15/2012 indicated Resident #1 was cognitively intact. Verbal behavioral symptoms directed towards others were
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All staff will be in-serviced by the Social Worker on the right to file a grievance and reporting to any staff member. The staff member will report immediately the grievance to their supervisor. The supervisor will begin an immediate investigation of the grievance with reporting to the Administrator. The Administrator will send the grievance to the Social Worker for filing and tracking. The Administrator will determine which grievance will be reported to the state agency and other agencies as deemed necessary. The Director of Health Services may determine reporting in the absence of the Administrator. In-services will be completed by 7/6/12 by the Social Worker.

In-services were initiated on 6/20/12 for all staff regarding steps of investigation of abuse per policy and procedure by the Director of Health Services. 100% compliance will be completed by 7/6/12.
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<tr>
<td>F 226</td>
<td>Continued From page 2 documented as having occurred one to three days during the assessment period. Resident #1 required extensive assistance of one person for transfers and limited assistance with locomotion on and off the unit. Wheelchair was indicated as the mobility device. Incident and accident reports were reviewed from April 1, 2012 through present. A Resident Incident report dated 4/6/12 stated Resident #1 was involved in an altercation while he was attending Bingo. Resident #1 was asked to leave the room and refused. He had his hands gripped on the table and would not roll back in his wheelchair to head towards the door. Activity staff #1 pulled the table away from him so he could not continue to hold the table. Nurse #1 rolled him in his wheelchair to the elevator. When they were on the elevator, Nurse #1 noticed blood on his hands. First aid was given by Nurse #2. A note by Nurse #2 stated Resident #1 said someone cut his fingers on the table. The top of his thumbnail had areas where cuticles had been torn. No redness or bleeding to the area noted. Resident #1's dictated statement read, in part, that Activity staff #1 yelled and screamed at him on 4/6/12 and threatened to throw him out of Bingo and told him he would not be able to return to Bingo at any future time. He further stated Activity staff #1 picked up a table and threw it over on his leg. Grievance reports from April 1, 2012 through June 12, 2012 were reviewed. There was not a grievance report noted for Resident #1 for April 6, 2012</td>
<td>F 226</td>
<td>The Performance Improvement Nurse will monitor occurrence logs Monday through Friday and weekend supervisor will monitor on weekends on an ongoing basis. All grievances will be monitored by the Administrator to ensure timely follow-up and reporting to the state agencies as required, daily for one month, then twice a month for two months. Tracking and trending of these results will monitored by the Administrator and results reported to the monthly Performance Improvement Meetings for suggestions and recommendations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td>F 226</td>
<td>Continued From page 3 Twenty-four (24) hour and five (5) day reports sent to the Complaint Investigation Intake and Referral Unit were reviewed. There was not a report filed for Resident #1 regarding the April 6, 2012 incident.</td>
<td>F 226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On 6/12/12 at 3:30 PM, Administrative staff #1 stated nursing staff report any incidents/possible allegations of abuse to their supervisor immediately. The nursing supervisor would contact the Director of Nursing and the Administrator. An investigation of the allegation would begin immediately. She indicated all witness statements would be obtained from alert and oriented residents who were present during the allegation/incident would be interviewed and a 24 hour and 5 day report would be completed.

When asked regarding the altercation between Resident #1 and another resident on 4/6/12, Administrative staff #1 stated Resident #1 was asked to move a little and he became disruptive and did not want to move. Resident #1 came to show Administrative staff #1 his fingers and stated that the activity person threw the table on him. She stated she made a decision not to file a grievance or initiate a 24 hour report.

Administrative staff #1 stated Resident #1 requested an investigation into the incident and a copy of his dictated statement.

Activity staff #1 and Nurse #2 no longer worked at the facility and were unable to be interviewed.

On 6/13/2012 at 8:30 AM, an interview was attempted with Resident #1 who had returned from the hospital on 6/12/2012. Resident was not able to be interviewed.
F 226 Continued From page 4

Resident Council minutes were reviewed from April 1, 2012 through present. During the Resident Council meeting held on June 5, 2012, Resident #1 requested a copy of dictation about the incident during Bingo. No response was noted in the minutes regarding the request.

On 6/13/12 at 10:31 AM, Administrative staff #1 stated Resident #1 came to her on 4/24/12 and asked her to write down his statement. She stated Resident #1 had requested a copy of his dictation and she had given him a copy of the 4/24/12 dictation on 6/12/12. She further stated there was no reason why he could not have received a copy earlier. Administrative staff #1 stated, based on the abuse policy, she should have followed the abuse policy with the twenty-four (24) hour and five day (5) allegation reports to the state agency. and complete investigation. She further indicated no resident statements were obtained because they felt Resident #1 was not neglected.